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Volon provides adversary-centric actionable cyber threat 
intelligence that helps organizations in advanced threat detection and 
planning effective breach response.  Our primary differentitors are:

Prioritized & Customer specific intelligence
Focused Human Intelligence (HUMINT), that enables capture 
of threat actor motivations, locations, tools, techniques
and procedures.
SLA driven outcomes that provide certainty



Volon's Managed Threat intelligence benefits organizations by providing contextual insights into imminent threats. This 
helps them to respond faster to incidents, better understand their attackers and get ahead of the adversaries' by 
safeguarding their assets.

Managed Threat Intelligence

Monitor variety threat sources & utilize proprietary collection 
platform to collect external threats via automated means

Organize intelligence based on customer’s organization 
threat landscape

Monitor 
& Collect 

Prioritize

Analyze the collected information to reduce false positives 
and meticulously rate for relevanceAnalyze

Utilize highly experienced HUMINT to validate the 
information Validate

Utilize Volon’s rich database to contextualize the 
information and apply Volon’s confidence ratings Contexualize

Deliver to customer via means Flash reports & Threat 
Reports via Customer Portal Deliver
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Our customized feeds provide unique insight to customers about various 
tactical threat indicators that are observed on highly dynamic sensor 
network covering the globe. The Botnet monitoring capability adds live 
feeds of indicators generated from various popular Botnets. 

These feeds can be ingested by variety of means such as API/XML/CSV
or STIX/TAXII and can be tightly integrated with SIEM or other orchestra-
tion platforms.
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Now receive Volon’s strategic Threat Intelligence briefings 
of via Amazon Alexa and Google Home/Assistant



Darknet is increasingly preferred by bad actors 
and criminals for anonymous communication & 
illegal trade.

The cyber threat information commonly seen on 
Darknet includes:

Volon’s skilled researchers have decades of experience in collecting, analyzing and validating the intelligence
from Darknet & Cyber Underground. The intelligence is gathered directly from adversaries; hence, it is highly 
reliable and accurate.

Darknet Intelligence

Customers receive the intelligence through a user-friendly portal containing:

Customer specific intelligence instead of generic feeds.

Industry-relevant intelligence that helps the customer understand common attack 
vectors used by threat actors targeting their industry.

Volon protects 
organization’s brand 
value, trust, integrity 
and reputation. Volon 
uses proprietary 
algorithms to detect 
phishing attacks, 
typosquatting, 
defacements, rogue 
apps, credential leaks 
and brand imperson-
ations in social media. 

Brand Protection and Takedown

Defacement Monitoring
Monitor any defacement 
attempts against website

Credential Monitor
Monitor Leaked/ Breached 
credentials

Typosquatting
Monitor similar looking

domain names

Rogue Apps Monitoring
Track Rogue Mobile 

Appllications

Social Media
Monitor any discussions

against brand in social Media

Phishing Monitoring

Brand 
Monitoring

& Protection

Track Phishing campaigns
against brands

* * * * * *

Takedown
Based on monitoring output and customer 
requests, Volon's specialists interact with 
relevant authorities to initiate take downs 
within SLA framework
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Breached Database Underground Forums/ Marketplace Malware as a Service

Card Leak Monitoring Hactivism Attacker TTPs



Today, CISOs face unique challenge in order to create a action plan for Threat
Intelligence inputs.
Intellibuild helps CISOs to create a customized framework to build in-house 
capability of creating and operationalizing threat intelligence within their 
organization.

      Focus on identifying organization’s PIR (Prioritized Intelligence Requirements)   
      and inducting Threat Intelligence in Security GRC.

      Ability to deliver intelligence directly to respective stakeholders

      Ability to visualize and control cyber security posture

      Ability to add context to third party Intelligence Feeds and Corelate data
      against organization’s infrastructure

Our Services

IntelliBuild
Operationalize Threat 
Intelligence

Volon’s Proprietary model for Threat Hunting identifies internal threats and apply 
external intelligence to map them on Cyber Kill Chain.  The enhanced view of the 
likely outcome of threats help organisation leaders to make prompt decisions to 
ensure business continuity and plan for effective response required in an event of 
compromise.

IntelliHunt
Threat Hunting 
& Compromise 
Assessment

Volon's Red Team Assessment provide a realistic view of an organisation security 
control effectiveness against TTPs (Tools, Techniques & Procedures) used by 
Cyber Threat Actors along with organisation’s incident response capabilities. The 
assessment is designed to provide holistic coverage including physical and IT 
Infrastructure.

TruView is intelligence driven vulnerability management & 
orchestration platform. TruView provides seamless integration of 
multiple third-party scanners along with dynamic correlation of 
assets & vulnerabilities with Volon’s Intelligence that helps 
prioritize the vulnerabilities & Assets.

TruView updates the vulnerability rating in real time via TVR 
(TruViewVulnerability Rating). A proprietary rating system, which 
considers attributes from current threat environment such as 
activities from Darknet, Open Source, Social Media and Volon’s 
IntelliGear. 

TruView also integrates with ticketing systems to help security 
teams track actions on the discovered vulnerabilities.
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